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Abstract

The thesis examines the various justifications for punishment~

utilitarian, deterrent, retributive~ corrective and expressive. In

turn~ each of these is considered as the sole justification for the

practice. It is argued that none of these are adequ6te, each theory

having consequences that are morally or politically unacceptable. The

possibility of a non-punitive system is also,briefly considered but

lacking sufficient knowledge of any alternative means this cannot be

- regarded as a serious possibility. It is argued that it is very

unlikely to become so.

The final chapters of the thesis examine a number of

integrative or compromising theories that present dual justifications

of punishment. These acknowledge the claims of more than one of the

various justifications discussed initially and atte~pt to reconcile

the different aims within a single framework. It is hoped that the
,

arguments of the earlier chapters d~monstrate that some such integrative

account must be offered. ihe author concludes by briefly developing

a dual justification that balances the claims of protection to

members of society and the expression of society's condemnation through

punitive sanctions.
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institutions.

munity and by the criminal offenders.

j
Introduction

Th~ punishment of those who break the la~8 of society is generally

accepted as a matter of course) both by the law-abiding members of the com..
~ough there may be much discussion

, r-..,

about the nature of punishments) the form they &h~uttake and their

severity, few seriously con.ider the PO~Sibili~y of . ~·punitive world.

In agreement with this conventional wiS9~~ thi~ paper arJues that this is
\) "~- !

not a serious possibility i~ 'our society) thou~~ in small communities the
'0

influence of social pressures could ~erhaps eliminate the need for punitive
(

The purpose of this paper is to discuss punishment in its political

context, that is: sanctions attached to breaches of the laws of the

country. No attempt is made to discuss the punishment of children by

parents or by schoolteachers) punishments by institutions of their members

or any more metaphorical punishments.

The initial chapters of the thesis consider the various justifi-

cations commonly presented. Each is considered on its own merits as the

sole justification for the practice and the shortcomings of each theory

are outlined.
t

It is the contention of this author that no single justification

is adequate) and following the initial discussion of the different theories

individually) in the final chapters an attempt is made to outline a form

of compromise that is both morally acceptable and practically expedient.

The thesis proceeds -by examination of the various suggested aims

......
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of a penal system. Whether or not the particular laws of a country

are just is not discussed. By and large this is a completely different

question. One could assume a system of perfect justice and still the

questions concerning the justification of punishment would remain.

A further area of inquiry that is ignored, though it is an

important topic, concerns the relationship between social and political'

conditions and the punitive system. It is the Marxist contention tha~

punishment serve~ the interest of the dominant class by enforcing its

own standards and maintaining its dominance through the supression of the

other classes in society, in particular the working class. This more
-

overtly political theory deserveS separate treatment, in particular an..
analysis of the concepts of class and class interests.

This is a philosophical enquiry and the use of sociological

statistics is kept to a minimum. Statistics about rates of recidivism a~d

attempted analyses of the deterrent 'effect of different punishments and

of the relative success of rehabilitative and reformative measures are

/JSed in the text and are important to the philosophic enqu~ry. However,

as far as possible, the enquiry concerns the principles of punishment:

the acceptability of moral reasoning supporting the punitive institutions

of 8 society.
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1. Definition

It will help initially to clarify what is mesnt by 'punishment'.

In its political or legal context two main vie~s can perhaps be Qis-

tinguished. The first may be called the narrow definition of punish-
I

/,

ment. On this view punishment is only one of several measures s~ciety

may take for the infringement of laws. Other measures include treatment,

requiring reparations or compensation, fining and imposing restraints

such as .'binding over' or probation orders. Punishment is characterised

Rere'as compulsory hard treatment for the commission of an offence.

The broad view is that all sanctions imposed by the state on

individuals ,for the infringem~nt of law can be regarded as forms of

punishment. Punishment is here character~ as the coercion of the

individual because of his or her infringement of the law., Any disposition

whatsoever can be considered as punishment.

The drawing of a distinction between these two views is intended

solely as a semantic matter. It is not my intention to assert that one

view is correct or that it accords better with normal usage. Purely for

clarity and con~nience a definition should be provided.

Consider two individuals found guilty of the same offence. If

..
one lS sentenced to six months imprisonment while the other is ordered.
to do a year's unpaid social work of ten hours d week, can both these

.
sentences b~ regarded as punishment? Similarly, an order to repair the

damage for vandalism can be contrasted to a fine.

~:\The narrow definition emphasizes the unpleasantness of punish

ments. If they cause no suffering they cannot properly be regarded as

'punishments', The broad definition emphasizes the fact of coercion by

.,

t
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the state. It is sometimes argued that the broad definition does not

thus distinguish punitive measures from other forms of coercion by the

stste t taxation, drafting and so on. However, central to both views is

that an offence must have been committed and the sanctions are impo~ed

for this reason. Hence the broad definition is indeed adequately

distinguished from other forms of coercion.

The requirement that an offence be committed could be said to

tacitly prejudice the issue in favour of the retributive theory. On

utilitarian grounds it may theoretically be just to 'punish' the

innocept. However, accepting the theoretical position for the moment,

argument hinges upon public belief in the guilt of the victimised party

so that punishment subsequent to being found guilty by due process of

law does not preclude the possibility of such a system of framing. The

deliberate punishment of innocents on utilitarian grounds may differ

in intent but not in procedure, so ~he reference to the proven commis~ion

of an offence remains.

In addition, it remains possible to discuss practises sufficiently
1

similar to punishment but not fitting the definition by framing an

alternative description, such as 'telishment l
• In this way a justification

of punishment that also serves to justify other practises can still be

examined.

The same arguments-apply to a system of vicarious punishments,

for example, the punish~ent of children of offenders and not the offenders.

This is taken up in, ~he chapter on deterrence but nevertheless the

connection with proven law-breaking remains.

The reference to being found guilty by due process of law requires
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elaboration since it might appear that one CCA be punished for an offence

without trial. This might occur in small societies or simply d~sPQtic

ones such as Amin's Uganda~ Where there exist no legal institutions to

ascertain guilt or innocence or where they are simply not use~t~en th~re

is a system of victimisation and not punishment.

It is therefore a matter of definition that not only must an

offence have been committed but also that there must exist a legal systero.

an authority to maintain and supervise such a system and an acceptable

procedure for ascertaining legal guilt or innocence. Whatever sa~ctiQn8

are carried out must be effected by the agents of this authority.

~ number of political questions arise here but the abuse of legal

institutions, 'mock' trials for instance, raises different questions.' It

is note~orthy that the deliberate attempt to create the appearance of due

process displays a perverse respect for it. The recent revolutionary

courts i~ Iran raise questions about 'due process' also, though not once
'M .

endo~ed by the new government after the political upheaval subsided. This..
alludes to the provision that punishments be ~stered by an authorized

institution for an offence against the legal rules upheld by the authority.

Clearly times of civil unrest raise difficult questions about the

authorization of punishments but o?e hopes such times will be rare.

The narrC?~ definition, which is adopted here~\ ,requires certain

elaborations. How hard must the treatment be? Following certain ~~iters

for example Feinberg' I the distinction can be made between pun~hment9

snd penalties. One can draw a clear line here or a rough one depending on

how the distinction is characterised. On one view the penalties are mild

"punishments", the hard treatment not being slIfficiently severe to warrant
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calling 'it punishment. On another view the distinction emphasizes the

. . '\ . .
d1fference between cr1~lnal and non-criminal sanctions, criminal sanctions

being punishments and civil sanction~ being penalties.

In general a theory of punishment does not concern itself with

civil sanctions or, the settlement of civil disputes. For the purposes

6f'this' paper the first view is adopted, that is, that no important
\

distirlctioo' is made between punishments and penalties.,

The main reason for this is that both are e~pressions of society's
~

disapproval and this aspect might be lost if penalties pertain only to

civil sanctio~s. Penalties for activities, that are illegal but not
I',

~ criminal could be viewed merely as taxes. Illegal parking for instance

.can be viewed in this light, but it seems to me wrong to do so. Similarly

a fine for the non-payment of income tax does not constitute an

additional tax. When the conventional penalty is financial it is not

fasy to maintain the distinction but alternative penalties, a driving

ban as opposed to a fine for speeding for instance, show the distinction

more clearly.



,

2. OVerview

In a civilised and rational society, or one that claims to be

the deliberate infliction' of suffering on certain of its citizens needs
"r-

to be justified. If thi~ is not possible, presumably, the practise

should cease.

There are two main parts to the justification of punishment.

Firstly there is the general justification of punishment, the justifi-

cation of the practise in general. Secondly there are reasons for

particular 'punishments!what fo~ they should take and how severe they

should be. it is quite possible that different types of answer will serve
\

for each; therefore,the two issues must be clearly distinguished. A

2plausible modern view, that of Rawls and Hart, is that tQ~ general

justifics'tion is deterrence while particular punishm,ents are justified
......: '

> 7 ~ ... '

on retributive grounds. 'In this way the two classical theories of

punishment are combined in a form of compromise.

Very briefly, the retributive theory is that punishment is
('

justified becau~e deserved. It serves no further purpose but is an end

in itself. Justice is done when an offender who has caused suffering

suffers in his or her turn. Punishment looks back to the past infliction

of suffering.
,

(he deterrent theory,on the other hand, asserts that punishment

i;'o~ustified when it serves some further end, that it is justified

as a means to deter others and the ,offender from committing that offence. ,

in the f~ture. C~ntrary to the retribut±ve theory, deterrent theories

refer 'to the future good that is ach;eved, not to the past hann done.

I
./ 7
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While these two views are perhaps the,most important,there

are other views to be taken into account, two of which will be

con~idered in the text. There is the view that the main purpose of

criminal sanctions should be the reformation of the criminal. ,This is

more usually presented as an alternative to punishment but this need

not be so. Plato advances the theory of hard treatment as reformative

and this view has always had its adherents. More rece~tly reformative

techniqu~B varying from psychiatric treatment to rehabilitative

measures are in many respects alternatives to punishment. However>

where they involve pain or hard treatment, such as aversive conditioning
"

methods do, this theory can be regarded as punitive according

to the definition.

The most recent vie~ to emerge as a fully-fledged the~ry of

punishment is ~he 'expressive' theory outlined by Feinberg~ although

the concept is by no 'means new. According to ,this view the essential
"

feature of punishment i~ that it is expressive of the community's

condemnation of the act.' This expression he calls the "reprob.3tive

symbolism of punishment" ~

This feature is' also mentioned by several important writers.

For instance ProfeSSor Hart says punishment is (in part) ", a formal and

solemn pronouncement of the moral condemnation of the whole conununity .. " 5

and Lord Denning says it is "emphatic d~nunciation by the cotllIDUnity

of the crime" ~

Clearly one can denounce and condemn without 'punishing.

However, perhaps punishment represents a stronger and more concrete

expression of disapproval. Whether this will suffice as a justification

(

j
I
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will be examined ~n the text.

Having outlined various competing justifications it

might be said that the more a given account satisfies each in

\
f
f

turn the better.; Intellectually one tends to search for a single

principle upon which to act but in practise this may not always be

either possible or desirable. Perhaps it is the partisan attempt to

prove th~ case for one particular justifying principle that has created

so much difficulty.

Overdetermination, perhaps not 80 intellectually satisfying

is undoubtedly practically important. Given t~most punishments

can be justified by each crite~ion, excepting reform, in some way, it
.

is obviously a notion to be considered. If the same cours~ of action

can be justified by several differept reasons this would seem more

-adequate rather than less. The practice is thereby more firmly ~stablished

and justified.

This raises many questions. Are the theories in fact at all
p

compatible? Even if this is so, are they all morally and politically

satisfactory? The principal argument against the retributi~e theory rests

'on a negative answer to the laSt question: Punishments clearly can be

Justified retributively but it is ,objected that this is morally unaccept~

able because, for instance, it is cruel, inhumane and ultimately pointless.

On the other hand it is drgued against deterrent theorists that the

future good intended pays no regard to the desires or interests of t~e

criminal.

Before proceeding to a detailed analysis I should mention ce~tain

procedural points and clarify certain notions. The emphasis on h~manity,


















































































































































































